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We are offering our favorite College for Kids classes this fall, and scholarships are available!
Please submit a scholarship application for consideration: www.yc.edu/collegeforkids.

An Artist a Day for Kids (Ages 6-12)

Earth's Treasures (Ages 9-12)

FA20-147CK ● Tue, 10/6 to 11/10/20

FA20-149CK ● Wed, 9/30 to 11/18/20

10 - 11:30 am ● WebLive

3 - 4:30 pm ● WebLive

Let’s paint some fun art with Artist Jan! We will look at famous
artists That catch your eye. Blue Dog, Van Gogh’s Starry Night,
Dali, George Rodrigue, Picasso & cubism, Dr. Seuss and some
crazy animals & more. We look at their techniques and apply
them to your own paintings. We even complete a pet/ animal
painting in my personal style. Simple, easy & fun! Let’s paint
together & learn. Supplies needed for this course - approx.

The earth holds many treasures. Become part of the team of
earth scientists who uncover such treasures. As you identify
each gem and fossil, you can also discover where each is
found naturally, how it came to be there and what makes it the
treasure we know it to be. You will receive your own box of

$30 or less for canvas, acrylic paints & paint brushes, pencils,
eraser, calk, construction paper.

treasures along with a journal, most supplies, and guidance on
how to make a meaningful collection for your own treasure
museum. An Online experience with expert earth scientists!
(No class 11/11.)

Jan Bruso ● $85

Dawn Miller-Walker & Diane Vaszily ● $115

Basics of Art for Kids (Ages 6-12)

Beginning Guitar (Ages 12-17)

FA20-148CK ● Tue, 10/6 to 11/10/20

FA20-150CK ● Tue, 9/29 to 11/10/20

1:30 - 3 pm ● WebLive

5 - 6 pm ● WebLive

This is a great class to help you through life in the art world.
You will learn the color wheel, shapes shadows, we will look at
the light sources and design pieces that pop off the paper,
canvas and more. We will discuss other artists and try to
recreate some of their pieces with the above tools. You will
have fun with Jan while learning how to apply the
fundamentals to all art in everything we look at. With public
school systems removing art from the schedules, this class is a
must for children wanting to explore art. They will walk away
with knowledge that will apply to their art through life.

This is a beginning guitar class that will start with tuning the
instrument and go from simple melody playing to learning
chords. Some basic theory will also be taught so students can
understand and start to play-by-ear. Students will be
introduced to a variety of music styles. Adam’s intuitive and
humorous style puts students at ease and eager to participate
in the fun. But equally important, also teaches the
fundamentals of creativity in music. Students must have their

Supplies are needed – approx. $30 or less as you may have
some of these supplies on hand - canvas, acrylic paints, color
pencils, paint brushes, pencil, eraser, paper.
Jan Bruso ● $85

own guitar (or Ukulele). Contact the instructor if you need
guidance obtaining an instrument. All music handouts are
included in tuition and emailed to students.
Adam Speth ● $75

Exploring Guitar (Ages 8-11)
FA20-151CK ● Mon, 10/5 to 11/9/20
3:30 - 4:30 pm ● WebLive
In this fun and entertaining class, students will learn how a
guitar works and how to play some basic melodies that
include movie theme songs and some funny kid’s songs.
Fundamentals of music will be introduced. Timing and rhythm
exercises will also be covered in a fun game-like fashion. Each
student will truly have an adventure in music! Students must

bring their own guitar (or Ukulele). Contact the instructor if
you need guidance obtaining an instrument. All music
handouts are included in tuition.
Adam Speth ● $70

Flights of Imagination: Sewing Felties (Ages 9+ - for all ages,
young at heart)
FA20-152CK ● Mon/Wed, 10/26 to 11/18/20
5:30 - 7:30 pm ● WebLive
Join us on live Zoom meetings and sew your own Animal
Felties! Kids and adults will learn basic hand sewing skills
along with learning how to follow a pattern and create their
own. Every week, new Felties will be made! Each student will

receive a Feltie box containing the supplies that will be
needed for creating and bringing to life 2-4 Feltie animals or
creatures. Items not included in Feltie box: students will need
to supply their own scissors to cut thread, and a dark marker.
Please register at least one week prior to start date to receive
your Feltie box. (No class 11/11 - instead will meet on Thurs,
11/12.)
Jennifer Shinohara ● $150

Origami: The Art of Folding (Ages 12+ - for all ages, young at
heart)
FA20-153CK ● Tue/Thu, 10/6 to 10/29/20
5:30 - 7:30 pm ● WebLive
Join us on live Zoom meetings, as we discover the wonderful
Japanese art of creating creatures by folding paper in the form
of Origami. From simple paper balloons to complex dragons
to touching on Geogami, students will learn basic folding
techniques and how to apply them. We will also learn to follow
a pattern both visually and on paper. Students will receive an

Origami box with the paper and supplies needed for folding
plus extra to fold and experiment with. Items not included in
the Origami box: students will need to supply their own ruler.
Please register at least one week prior to start date to receive
your Origami box.
Jennifer Shinohara ● $150
Edible Explorations (Ages 10-15)
FA20-154CK ● Tue/Thu, 10/6 to 10/22/20
11:30 am – 1 pm ● WebLive
FA20-155CK ● Tue/Thu, 11/3 to 11/16/20
11:30 am – 1 pm ● WebLive

Students will explore the science of food as they prepare a
variety of nutritional meals. The intention of the class is to
support Science and Math explorations as the student gains
cooking skills and techniques. The timing of the class is such
that the student will be preparing his or her lunch each class.
Students will be encouraged to use their imagination by taking
a basic recipe and customizing it to fit their tastes and/or
pantry item inventory. Each meal with provide alternatives
ingredients to accommodate dietary restrictions (vegetarian,
vegan, gluten free, dairy free).
Lori Prouty with Cathy Nowlin ● $220

